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Contact: Richard Drake, UM history professor, (406) 243-2981.
UM LECTURE SERIES FEATURES EXPERT ON MIND-BODY CONNECTIONS 
MISSOULA -
The next installment of the President’s Lecture Series at The University of Montana 
will feature a Harvard history professor who studies the connections between the mind and 
medicine.
Anne Harrington specializes in the history of psychiatry, neuroscience and other mind 
sciences. She will give a free lecture titled “Loneliness as Illness, Love as Medicine: Stories 
and Science From the Worlds of Mind-Body Medicine” at 8 p.m. on Monday, Dec. 4, in the 
University Theatre.
Earlier that day, Harrington will present a UM faculty seminar titled “The Placebo 
Effect: Why It is Dangerous and What It Can Teach Us” from 3:10 to 4:30 p.m. in Gallagher 
Business Building Room 106.
Harrington is co-director of Harvard’s Mind/Brain/Behavior Initiative, an institute that 
addresses fundamental and pressing questions about human behavior along new, 
interdisciplinary lines. Researchers there study everything from our vulnerability to addiction 
to the central role human relationships play in maintaining our psychobiological well-being.
Harrington received a doctorate from England’s Oxford University in 1985 for a
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dissertation titled “Hemisphere Differences and ‘Duality of Mind’ in 19th Century Medical 
Science, c. 1860-1900.” Thereafter she started teaching at Harvard, earning full professor 
status in 1995. Her courses include “Imag(in)ing the Brain” and “Madness and Medicine: 
Themes in the History of Psychiatry.”
In addition to publishing some 40 articles and producing two edited collections, 
Harrington has authored two books, “Medicine, Mind and the Double Brain” and 
“Reenchanted Science: Holism and German Culture From Wilhelm II to Hitler.”
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